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SUMMARY 
Although Network Rail has a credible record of safety risk reduction achieved since 2009 at level crossings, the 
number of injuries and fatalities that occur each year is of concern. In a drive to further improve safety the 
company has established a strong focus on level crossing management which has seen the introduction of 
dedicated Level Crossing Managers, high profile education campaigns and a tenacious effort to pursue closure 
of level crossings. Network Rail has set itself a strategic goal of achieving a further 25% reduction in risk by the 
end of its next Control Period in 2019.   

The programme has now moved into a new phase where improvement of the engineered protection systems and 
development of new cost effective systems is a priority.  

Specific areas of interest that are addressed are; the risk based approach being taken to manage safety, the 
challenges of integration of a substantial renewal programme with aspirations for safety improvement and other 
railway enhancement projects. At the technology level, the paper describes the solutions that have been adopted 
or rejected, innovations that are being pursued and the intended outcomes of research initiatives. 

Along with the development of technologies and their application to the railway network, Network Rail is 
undertaking a substantial review of the operating principles for level crossing protection systems. This 
acknowledges the changes in societal expectation of safety, the change in behaviours of crossing users over 
time and the advances in road vehicles that are taking place. 

The paper concludes with the view that regular review and refresh of level crossing protection is necessary to 
keep up with society’s expectations, both of safety and of convenience. This requires constant attention to taking 
reasonable opportunities to reduce risk.    

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Risk reduction programme 

Network Rail owns approximately 6000 level crossings on the UK main line network; these comprise a mix of 
crossings with active methods of protection and passive crossings.   

This paper, based on British practice, describes the actions that have been taken, critiques the successful and 
not so successful outcomes, explains what remains to be done and gives some views on where the future of 
level crossing protection may lie. 

The paper will refer to the ‘systems’ approach needed to deliver effective level crossing protection and discuss 
how with such a strong focus on safety the dual, and often overlooked, objective of delivering convenience to all 
users is a deliverable challenge.  

A central theme of the paper will show how safety and risk specialists along with ergonomics experts have an 
important role to play in supporting the technical development of robust, safe and efficient level crossing 
solutions.  

 

2 BACKGROUND  

2.1.1 Shaping influences 

Level crossing management policy has inevitably been shaped in response to accidents that have occurred. The 
most notable influences in Britain have been the accidents at Hixon in 1968 (Ministry of Transport. 1968), 
Lockington in 1986 (Department for Transport. 1986) and Ufton Nervet in 2004 (Rail Safety and Standards 
Board. 2005).  Both Hixon and Lockington caused the initiation of wide ranging reviews of the protection 
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provided. Professor Stott produced a report (Stott. 1987) with recommendations addressing the question of 
criteria for suitability of automatic open crossings. 

In 2011 the Rail Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB) carried out a class investigation into automatic locally 
monitored open crossings (AOCL) (Rail Accident Investigation Branch. 2011). Recommendations from that report 
proposed the fitting of barriers at selected AOCLs and on improvements to the assessment of risk. 

This paper describes some of the results of the proactive policy of technical innovation and development which is 
now a significant contributor to shaping the level crossing risk reduction strategy.    

  

2.2 Legal framework 

There are some seventy pieces of legislation relating to the provision, operation and maintenance of level 
crossings in Britain. These range from private acts of parliament which authorised the original railway lines to be 
constructed, through to specific Acts, such as the Level Crossings Act 1983 (Level Crossings Act 1983. 1983) or 
wide ranging Acts like the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 (Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. 1974) The 
1974 Act places responsibility on the entity carrying out an operation as part of their business to manage risk so 
far as is reasonably practical to those who might be affected by that operation.     

The Office of Rail and Road (ORR) is the safety and economic Regulator for Britain’s Railways. The ORR 
encourages risk reduction at level crossings and has been supportive of a programme of closures as this is 
considered effective at removing risk, though in some cases the users are diverted to an alternative crossing. 
The ORR has progressively amended their published guidance and reduced its mandatory status to allow more 
innovative and flexible responses to the risk reduction objective.  

A Parliamentary Committee, the Transport Select Committee was convened to consider the management of 
safety at level crossings; their report (House of Commons Transport Committee. 2014) did not make any direct 
technical recommendations but made broad recommendations concerning ongoing management of level 
crossings including stronger regulatory action and a proposal to adopt a target of zero fatalities at level crossings 
from 2020.   

The Law Commission produced a report (The Law Commission and The Scottish Law Commission. 2013), 
making recommendations concerning changes to the level crossing law; the response to these recommendations 
is ongoing. The changes proposed include simplifying the closure process and making a requirement to have a 
level crossing plan for each level crossing. This would be agreed with and place responsibilities on parties other 
than the railway administration to improve and maintain level crossings and their environs.      

2.3  Studies and Investigations 

The Oppenheim committee investigated the treatment of pedestrians at level crossings; their report (Oppenheim 
S. 1983) made a recommendation concerning the introduction of pedestrian signals. The introduction of the 
‘Standing Red Man’ pedestrian signal has not been widely adopted across the network. Management of 
pedestrian risk at public road level crossings is a particular problem; there is currently no legislation under which 
a person crossing the railway can be effectively prosecuted for disobeying the crossing protection system. Work 
is ongoing to address this problem and any technical solution to allow enforcement of pedestrian compliance will 
be influenced by that.     

The RAIB Investigation report (Rail Accident Investigation Branch. 2014) into an accident at Jetty Avenue on the 
East Suffolk line of Network Rail’s Anglia Route raises questions about protection at User Worked Crossings. 
The particular issue relates to stopping position of a vehicle when gates need to be opened and the visibility of 
approaching trains from that position.   

Since the 1960s through to 2000 the emphasis has been on efficient provision of protection; many crossings 
were automated or modernised to allow remote supervision which allowed reduction of the operational cost base. 
Throughout much of this time railway traffic growth was static or declining and therefore investment in 
improvements was difficult to justify. Cost effectiveness was also achieved through a high degree of 
standardisation. This stifled innovation but also ensured a fairly consistent presentation to users. This was all 
aided by prescriptive requirements issued by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Railways in the form of the ‘Blue 
Book’ of Railway Construction and Operation Requirements - Level Crossings (Department of Transport. 1981). 
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The requirements underwent substantial revision following studies in 1957 and again in 1978 which considered 
what other administrations in Europe were doing. More recently these requirements have been revised into the 
Level Crossings, a guide for managers, designers and operators, (Office of Railway Regulation. 2011). This 
material is now entitled ‘a Guide for Designers, Managers and Operators’, which gives more flexibility to the 
railway administration to innovate with alternative protection but still requires the approval of ORR.  

The requirements provided by a former Regulator specified a suite of methods of protection or crossing types; 
each was developed to address a general combination of user types and volume of both rail and road traffic. 
Little reference was made to making additional provision for pedestrians or other special categories of users.  

2.4 Summary of basic level crossing protection systems 

The principal types of crossings in use on Network Rail’s infrastructure are shown in Figure 1, taken from the 
railway industry Annual Safety Performance Report 2014/15 (RSSB. 2015). 

Crossing type Number 
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UWC-T User Worked Crossing – Telephone 1670 

UWC User Worked Crossing 505 

OC Open Crossing 49 

FP Footpath crossing# 2106 
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MCG Manually Controlled Gate 151 

MCB Manually Controlled Barrier 181 

MCB-OD Manually Controlled Barrier with Obstacle Detection 61 

MCB-CCTV MCB monitored by closed circuit television 421 
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AHB Automatic half barrier 444 

ABCL Automatic barrier locally monitored 56 

AOCL-B Automatic barrier locally monitored with barrier 63 

AOCL/R Automatic open crossing locally or remotely monitored 33 

UWC-MWL User worked crossing with miniature warning lights* 106 

FP-MWL Footpath crossing with miniature warning lights* 128 

Total 5974 

# This category includes bridleway and barrow crossings 

* Now known as miniature stop lights (MSL) 

Figure1. Level Crossing categories by class and type (June 2015) (From RSSB. 2015) 

2.5 Safety performance  

2.5.1 Measurement 

Since 2005 Network Rail has been measuring risk at level crossings using Fatality Weighted Index. This is 
similar to the method used for calculations to demonstrate ‘As Low As Reasonably Practical’ under Health and 
Safety legislation and allows major and minor injuries to be equated in the calculation of the number of equivalent 
fatalities 

The data is captured and recorded in the railway industry Safety Risk Model (SRM) which is intended to give a 
view of trends in risk. The model is adjusted to allow for infrequent events with catastrophic loss consequences 
as well as being of use for more frequent events. The railway industry Annual Safety Performance Report for 
2014/15 (RSSB. 2015)indicates that the equivalent of 11.4 people are fatally injured on level crossings, Using a 
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‘Value per fatality prevented’ of £1.826 million, this does not in itself support significant investment in improved 
safety at each of the 6000 individual level crossings.  

The level crossing risk as a proportion of total railway system risk is 8%, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2 Level crossing risk as a proportion of total railway system risk (from RSSB. 2015) 

Members of the public as pedestrians being struck by a train is a major element of level crossing related 
accidents; road vehicle occupants in collision with a train being the second most significant affected group. The 
chart at Figure 3 shows the breakdown of incidents at level crossings by event type.   

 

 

Figure 3 Level crossing risks by event and user type (From RSSB. 2015) 

Around 2005 Network Rail commissioned the All Level Crossings Risk Model (ALCRM). This allowed all of the 
methods of protection in use at that time to be modelled including those where the user is responsible for their 
own safety. A broad range of factors affecting risk were included and data could then be input for each site to 
allow calculation of a ‘risk rating’. This is helpful in targeting investment to the highest safety risk sites    

There are other factors which may need to be included in the assessment of investment decisions, such as 
reputation value. These are much more difficult to measure and there is some reluctance to include qualitative 
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measures in investment cases.  In Britain, HM Treasury publishes guidance for Government Departments (HM 
Treasury. 2013) on the inclusion of non-financial benefits in investment cases; this does allow consideration to be 
given to these broader benefits to society and it is an area that needs to be explored for level crossing 
investment.    

One of the significant changes to affect the management of the level crossing estate over time is the changing 
expectation of society with regard to safety. Along with this rising expectation is the apparent reduction in 
people’s willingness to take responsibility for their own safety where it affects the convenience of going about 
their daily activities; this is treated in law as ‘foreseeable misuse’. 

This is something that is potentially changing faster than the rate of level crossing renewals. It follows that the 
management of level crossings has to consider mid-life interventions to improve user protection as well as to 
preserve asset life.  

    

2.5.2 Performance in Europe and beyond 

The SRM indicates that the level crossing interface represents 8% of total railway system risk. The graph at 
Figure 4 (European database of statistics. 2015.)  below gives some indication of level crossing user safety in the 
UK compared with the 15 largest railway administrations in the EU plus Switzerland. 

  

 

Figure 4. Level crossing risk in Europe (From European database of statistics. 2015.) 

Notwithstanding this performance, the implications of even a single accident at a level crossing can be 
catastrophic and the reputation loss that can result can be as devastating as the direct financial consequences. 
The main line railway maintains its position of being safer that other modes of motorised transport, though 
developments in other industries show that margin is not constant, (RSSB, 2015) and there is no room for 
complacency.  

2.5.3 Risk reduction programme 

During Control Period 4 (April 2009 to April 2014) Network Rail implemented a policy of pursuing closure of level 
crossings. This proved very successful and resulted in both the elimination of safety risk and a modest saving in 
asset costs. Many of these crossings were passive crossings without warning systems and therefore the 
components removed were generally non-interlocked gates and signage.  
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The public gradually became more aware of this policy and established lobby groups (Stopnetworkrail. 2015) and 
raised increasing numbers of objections to the erosion of rights at public crossings. Where outright closure was 
not achievable then alternatives such as diversion to an alternative crossing point, provision of a bridge or an 
underpass was necessary.  

Bridge construction is generally expensive and the specification is often driven by the need to address equal 
access for disabled users and those with infant buggies. This may require ramped access which in turn demands 
land take and creates a visually intrusive construction.  

It was recognised that the objections to be overcome, along with the costs being incurred, needed a different 
approach. Network Rail continues to pursue closure opportunities where it is reasonable to do so but has 
adjusted its policy to include more emphasis on providing improved warning and protection system options.        

2.5.4 Integration of renewals, safety improvements and enhancements 

The full renewal of a level crossing protection system represents a rare opportunity to make significant changes 
to the performance of a crossing. To achieve the most efficient delivery cost, crossing renewals are often 
combined with re-signalling of the line, this can lead to difficulties as the time required for statutory consultation 
on crossing changes can be incompatible with the aims of the wider project. Similarly track renewal taking place 
through a crossing is often planned on different timescales than those required to install robust undertrack cable 
ducts or drainage systems for the crossing.  

2.5.5 Research findings 

The UK Rail Safety and Standards Board, now known as RSSB has led a number of research studies on behalf 
of the industry details of which are available to industry members on its website (RSSB. 2015 Research) Typical 
topics which have been researched are human response to audible warnings, train horn noise, signs and notices, 
decisions points at user worked crossings, the effect of coloured decks for hazard perception at footpath 
crossings. There are many more topics which have contributed significantly to the understanding of risk and new 
topics are being added regularly.    

3 TECHNOLOGY 

3.1 Mechanics to PLCs 

Many of Network Rail’s level crossings equipped with gates reflect the standards and requirements in place at 
the time of building the railway. The road traffic environment was very different then and society expectation of 
safety and performance has become much more demanding. A small example of where technology has been a 
constraint is the provision and then removal of ‘Another Train Coming’ active signs. These used high voltage 
circuits and were found to present an unacceptable hazard. Modern technology allows effective display of the 
message without the dis-benefits. Where crossings have been modernised the crossing control system has 
normally been produced using a combination of electro-mechanical relays. There has been some standardisation 
of circuit design and unusual failure modes have been identified and designed out. It remains that relay 
technology and the wiring associated with it does not deliver the reliability required of modern systems especially 
when the added complexity of interfacing with RADAR and LIDAR obstacle detection systems.  

Network Rail has introduced a small number of Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) solutions for crossing 
control functions, however these have included a small number of relays to provide the safety function and for 
switching heavy barrier motor currents where required. These have been railway specific PLCs not Commercial-
Off-The-Shelf products 

The production of PLCs having a Safety Integrity Level 4 categorisation has opened up new opportunities to use 
PLCs more extensively. Network Rail is developing a set of functional requirements which can then be coded into 
data. Another approach adopted by suppliers is to translate typical circuits into data; this has not been without 
difficulties as some functions are inherent in the technology and other functions are no longer required as a result 
of moving to the PLC platform. Defining a complete set of requirements is proving one of the most challenging 
tasks; documenting them in an unambiguous way which enables consistent interpretation and preparation of data 
and test scripts is similarly challenging. This is driving a move to formal methods where the functions can be 
mathematically proven. One of the lessons learned here is to reduce the functional blocks of code to small units 
that can be fully tested in their own right and then their integration with other code blocks tested.  
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An outcome of this is likely to be that site specific modifications will not be cost effective as once all of the 
functional code is created and assured any changes will require extensive re-validation and therefore be costly. A 
key aim of the work is therefore to define all of the functions that are foreseen to be required prior to assurance of 
the code structures. This is a modern form of the standardisation seen in other technology solutions which will 
lead to efficiency. As engineers we have to adopt a collaborative approach with our operating colleagues to make 
sure that comprehensive thought is given to these activities as we introduce the new systems not as we roll them 
out to each site.       

3.2 Visibility and sound 

3.2.1 Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)  

The advent of Light Emitting Diode technology presented a new opportunity to improve light output as well as 
reliability of lights associated with level crossings. Initially LED lighting was introduced on the barrier boom lamps 
where lamp life was often affected by the regular vibration when the barrier was raised or lowered. Conversion to 
LED improved the reliability but the light output was maintained to comply with the road traffic law and Level 
Crossing Order Schedule. Work is now going on to the evaluate the options and benefits to be obtained by 
changing the size, shape, intensity and presentation of the boom lights using LEDs, as the modern LED  
technology has to be down rated to achieve compliance with the  legal requirements. Many emergency service 
vehicles use a pulsating light and some other administrations use flashing boom lights.   

The basic light provision for the road traffic light signals (Wig-Wags) has been the 36 watt incandescent lamp. 
During the 1980s a 50 watt halogen lamp solution was approved and priority given to deployment at automatic 
open crossings and some others where sunlight was a particular problem. The benefits of LED have been 
successfully migrated to the road traffic signals. The sharp on-off of the LED compared with the rise-fall of a 
traditional lamp led to changes to the flasher drive along with the need to alter the proving of the light. The 
requirements for which and how many light clusters must be proved alight at a crossing have changed over time. 
The reliability being exhibited by LED technology challenges the concept of light proving as maybe more failures 
are likely to be caused by proving circuitry than occur as a result of failure of the LED unit. Conversion of all 36 
watt Road Traffic Light Signals to LED type was substantially achieved in 2014/15. The photograph in figure 5 
shows a typical full barrier crossing using LED lights on booms and road traffic signals. 
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Figure 5 Full barrier crossing with LED boom and road traffic signal lights. Photo: Network Rail 

Tests have been conducted to evaluate a variety of manufacturers’ products. A consistently better display is 
achieved with the LED units than a 50 watt halogen lamp unit, (Barton, H. 2015), however some units were 
observed to have a wider beam spread than others. Some care will need to be taken in the selection of products 
to achieve the best light projection for the road alignment.  

3.2.2 AOCL Plus B 

In response to the RAIB recommendation on risk management at AOC(L)s an adaptation was developed to allow 
rapid retrospective fitment to crossings without the need for significant modification of existing control wiring or 
changes to the crossing layout. A compromise was made with a number of criteria such as the minimum 
carriageway width available for a vehicle to exit when the entry barrier is lowered. The solution, known as 
AOC(L) Plus B, was implemented during 2014/15.  An implementation methodology was produced which 
avoided the need for a complete re-test of the crossing to the principles applied to new work. By minimising the 
intrusion into existing control wiring, proving the concept in a pilot installation and providing a rigorous test 
specification it was possible to achieve a much quicker implementation than would normally have been the case.         

3.2.3 Spoken warnings 

Audible warnings are provided at public road crossings and some other types; originally a bell or gong was used. 
Later an electronic warbler was introduced which allowed day and night volume adjustment and an enhanced 
warble rate to indicate a second train approaching. Research showed that it would be beneficial to introduce an 
audible warning device which is able to compensate for ambient noise level (RSSB. 2014) also that few people 
understood the meaning of the enhanced warble, so during 2013 Network Rail introduced a spoken warning 
device which announces ‘another train coming’. During evaluation the volume of the spoken warning was 
perceived to be lower compared with the warble sounder even when the measured volume is the same. Network 
Rail continued with its previous practice of initiating the ‘second train’ warning on arrival of the first train at the 
crossing. Other options include altering the message to say ‘more than one train approaching’ and to initiate the 
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warning when the second train strikes in. One of the down side risks with this system is that some crossing users 
may not be familiar with English as their first language.    

3.2.4 Train horns and whistle boards 

Noise pollution from train horns has been a matter of concern for which the industry has been criticised. At many 
footpath crossings the driver using the train horn is a key contributor to safety. Analysis of the problem identifies 
that with the warning given at over 400 metres distance from the crossing its effectiveness to the user is limited 
and its propensity to create a nuisance to neighbours away from the crossing is significant.  

Use of RADAR to detect the approach of a train which is then relayed to the crossing using a wireless link has 
been introduced at a small number of sites. This allows a warning to be triggered at the crossing. The warning 
selected is a mimic of the train horn sound but as it is produced at the point of use it can be less intrusive to 
neighbours and directed to the intended user. This system has been designed to supplement the train horn 
warning not to replace it.  A future development might include providing an intrinsically safe system that would 
then allow Whistle Boards to be removed and the risk associated with the human-in-the-loop element of this 
warning to be eliminated.   

3.3 The challenge of small objects 

The accident at Ufton Nervet in 2004, which was categorised as a deliberate event by the car driver, caused 
consideration to be given to detection of obstructions, especially at unsupervised crossings. The outcome of that 
study found that obstacle detection devices could be deployed but that no effective action could be taken at 
automatic crossings to stop a train. The investigation continued with the outcome being that obstacle detection 
was adopted for manually supervised crossings particularly those that would have previously been supervised 
using Closed Circuit Television (CCTV).  

Network Rail adopted Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) as the detection system and this proved to be very 
effective at detecting large objects. RADAR requires careful design, installation and adjustment to avoid false 
detections from surrounding equipment including the crossing barrier machines. Figure 6 shows a typical 
arrangement of detectors. Note that there is some overlap of the RADAR and Complementary Obstacle Detector 
(COD) detection zones to ensure adequate coverage of the crossing area.  
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Figure 6 Detection areas. David Jones – Network Rail) 

 

RADAR alone was considered not sufficient to demonstrate to the safety Regulator that risk of a small object 
being in the crossing area would be detected and hence controlled to as low as reasonably practical. The 
RADAR was supplemented by Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) equipment as a Complementary Obstacle 
Detector (COD). Two LIDAR detectors are arranged vertically as shown in figure 7, one to monitor the area at 
waist height and another to monitor at low level. The LIDAR allowed objects down to the size of a 150mm cube 
to be detected, this being considered equivalent to a small child lying prone on the crossing. Detecting such a 
small object was not difficult but differentiating between real targets and the many other intrusions on a crossing 
proved challenging. Typical problems encountered included; detection of accumulations of snow, mud deposits 
on the crossing, blown litter and vegetation. Dirt splashed onto the LIDAR detector lenses also caused failures; 
as a result motorised shutters were introduced to protect the lens when not scanning. Accumulation of debris on 
the crossing proved more difficult to address and the eventual solution was to disable the lower LIDAR where a 
site specific risk assessment concluded that the potential for a prone pedestrian on the crossing was negligible. 
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Figure 7 Upper and Lower LIDAR Units. Photo: Network Rail 

Provision of obstacle detection is one of the recent risk mitigations to be deployed at level crossings. The chosen 
system uses Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) to detect large objects and Light Detection and Ranging 
(LIDAR) to detect smaller and low lying objects. At the time of writing there are well in excess of 100 crossings 
equipped with obstacle detection. The safety performance of these crossings has met expectations in that the 
design performed as intended; areas for improvement included false positive detection of objects such as litter, 
vegetation and the build-up of snow on crossings led to delays affecting road and rail traffic. Once the discipline 
required to maintain a litter and vegetation free environment had embedded performance improved. The build up 
of snow has been addressed through risk assessment where the lower LIDAR can be inhibited where justified 
when snow accumulates. The reliability of the obstacle detection devices has been very good and many of the 
technical failures have been as a result of the control system and its interface to the RADAR and LIDAR. 
Significant improvements have been recorded where recent systems have been installed using computer based 
controllers.  

The introduction of obstacle detection has highlighted the unique ability of humans to differentiate between real 
obstructions and other items that pose no risk.  

One of the downside issues of introducing obstacle detection is the cycle time for crossing operation. In the case 
of a change from say Automatic Half Barrier crossing to Manually Controlled Barriers with Obstacle Detection this 
can increase the individual closure time from 27 seconds for an individual train to several minutes depending on 
the position of protecting signals and their associated caution aspects. On lines with medium density of rail traffic 
this can result in the crossing not being opened between successive trains for long periods. It is known that users 
become impatient and non-compliant behaviour increases with increased waiting time. This risk has to be 
balanced against the short cycle time with intrinsic risks which exist at a crossing where the users are not fully 
excluded from the railway during its operation. 

3.4 Consistent warning times 

Most of Network Rail’s crossings having a protection system use a fixed ‘strike-in’, usually a track circuit 
combined with a treadle, or an axle counter. This is adequate where the train speed between the ‘strike-in’ and 
the crossing is consistent. Where a significant differential in speed between types of traffic exists, for example, 
when some trains make a station call between the strike-in and the crossing it leads to extended road closure 
times and the presentation of inconsistent warning times to users can lead to poor crossing discipline. 

A few implementations of ‘predictor’ technologies have been undertaken. These are intended to monitor the 
speed and direction of trains and trigger a crossing operation when the train is at a consistent travel time from the 
crossing.  
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Two main types of detection have been trialled; an impedance based solution which monitors the movement of 
short circuit across the rails as a train approaches and an acoustic solution which monitors the sound level 
detected in the rail. 

The impedance based products have shown weaknesses in the performance of the rail to rail shunt under 
different variations of train wheel profile and axle load. The acoustic solution again showed that the sound 
signature varied so significantly between train types, even between similar trains with recently turned versus 
partly worn wheel profiles that consistent triggering was not possible. Variations in track construction also 
introduced distortion into the sound signature. 

Predictor technologies may provide benefit if introduced as part of a multi-sourced prediction where data from a 
number of diverse location reporting systems can be fused to provide a high level of confidence about the train 
location and direction.          

3.5 Five traverses to one – the POGO 

. The process for passing a vehicle over a user worked crossing requires the user to cross and open the far gate, 
return to open the near gate, cross over with their vehicle and the repeat the process for gate closure. This 
results in five traverses of the crossing to make one vehicle traverse. Not surprisingly gates get left open! User 
indiscipline has long been a problem at some user worked crossings 

The Power Operated Gate Opener (POGO) has proved to be a welcome addition to the range of options for 
private vehicle crossings. The system uses typical agricultural style gates moved by a worm screw drive. The 
energy source is solar panel supporting a battery which can drive the electric motor for 700 operations even if the 
solar source is not charging it. Push button was selected as the preferred activation option after comparison of 
various remote control options. The system is fitted with emergency release pins so that use as a traditional hand 
worked gate can continue in the event of system failure. As part of the development a mobile training rig, shown 
in figure 8, was prepared which gives a very efficient way of delivering training to technical staff who will be 
installing and maintaining the system and also allows pre-training of authorised users prior to actual installation at 
their crossing site. 

The key features of the system include the reaction of the system to various actions by the user; in the event of 
detecting a person trapped between the closing gate and the fixed post, movement is stopped and the gate will 
back off by five degrees. In the event of an emergency stop command the gate has a prescribed cycle to perform 
on next button operation rather than continue from the point at which it was stopped.    

The gate system could, in future, be adapted for use in conjunction with a warning light system if required.   
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Figure 8 Power Operated Gate Opener mobile training/demonstration unit 

 

In the future it may be possible to apply the principles of operation to public road crossings and provide a solution 
to the risk of crossing attendants being injured when operating hand-worked gates. 

One of the downsides of the POGO implementation has been the amount of civil works required to facilitate gate 
opening at sites with a gradient on the approach or exit. As a result consideration is being given to a version of 
the POGO that will slide parallel to the track.   

3.6 Integrated v Overlay MSL 

Miniature Stop Light (MSL) has been commonly used at footpath and private vehicle crossings for many years, 
the system was also used at public crossings on lightly used roads but most of these have now been phased out. 
The MSL user interface was designed and constructed using commonly available components and the controls 
were designed according to the operational requirements and functionality of the railway at that location.  

It was determined that a more cost effective solution may be possible for simple sites where there are one or two 
uni-directional or bi-directional lines and no point-work within the warning area. This constrained requirements 
specification allowed suppliers to standardise the system and to package the products in order to minimise on-
site work.  

Systems from two different suppliers are now undergoing extensive pilot implementation. Results to date suggest 
that both can meet the desired outcome of a cost effective warning system at crossings where the railway is 
simple. 

The opportunity has been taken to increase the size of the red/green lights; careful thought and expert ergonomic 
input has been given to the process which the user is expected to follow, the meaning of indications which may 
be received and the presentation of instructions.  
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One of the more contentious issues that have been implemented is the ‘Dark mode’. This was introduced to 
avoid long periods of the ‘red’ stop indication being exhibited, for example when a train exceptionally stopped in 
the warning area. The overlay controls were deliberately designed for simple operations where a train would 
pass through the warning area at or near line-speed. Any other operation causes the system to identify an 
unusual operation and enter ‘dark mode’. A major technical failure of the system may also initiate ‘dark mode’. 

Another feature introduced is the ‘on demand’ mode; this was proposed to minimise light and noise pollution and 
to a small extent power consumption.  

The dual meaning of ‘dark mode’, either as ‘system failure’ or ‘system being challenged to operate outside of its 
design intent’ has resulted in a change of mind-set having to be adopted by maintainers and operators when 
classifying dark mode events. 

3.7 Red Light Safety Equipment 

The introduction of digital technology into red light safety equipment, otherwise known as red light enforcement 
cameras, has altered the economics of provision and ongoing support for these. Network Rail has contracted for 
a trial of three suppliers’ products implemented over sixteen crossings. Each product has to be type approved by 
the Government Home Office before it can be used for production of evidence to be used in prosecution. The 
effectiveness of red light safety equipment as a deterrent is not yet confirmed; however with Network Rail’s trial 
being implemented during summer 2015 some reliable statistics should be produced.   

3.8 Cyclists 

Cyclists represent a small but rapidly growing community of users of crossings. One of the risks to cyclists is the 
open flange-way especially at skewed crossings. Research suggested that this was not a major risk to be 
addressed however it is recognised that a fall from a cycle on a crossing can result in a number of outcomes 
including a collision with a road vehicle.  

Flange-way filler can reduce this risk by introducing a compressible element into the flange-way as part of the 
deck design. The solution is effective in controlling the risk but requires regular inspection and maintenance 
which can be challenging to achieve. Current solutions are also constrained to a maximum speed for trains of 70 
mph (112kph) and special provisions for road-rail vehicle use.  

There have also been unintended events where a cyclist has proceeded along the outside of queuing traffic at a 
closed half barrier crossing without apparent awareness of the barrier being lowered or lights flashing.. 
Consideration is being given to options for extending booms to be more visible in these circumstances and to 
discourage vehicle drivers from attempting to weave.  

   

3.9 Pedestrian enforcement 

A recent re-interpretation of the law regarding pedestrians has concluded that a road remains a public right-of-
way even when the level crossing is operating. The result of this is that there are few offences that can be 
applied to those who choose to deliberately cross the railway when a train is approaching. Vehicle drivers are 
prohibited under the Road Traffic Acts as the red flashing wig wag signals are enforceable against a vehicle 
driver.  

Figure 9 shows a typical pedestrian approach to an automatic half barrier crossing; an area of investigation is the 
provision of increased user management at half barrier crossings without the disadvantages of obstacle detection 
and full protecting signals.   
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Figure 9 Pedestrian approach to automatic half barrier crossing Photo: Author – Network Rail 

While consideration is being given to changing the law concerning pedestrians at public level crossings this will 
take a long time and even then prosecution of pedestrians for committing an offence is time consuming for the 
Police service.  

The photographs at figure 10 below show the changing view of a crossing experienced by a road user depending 
on the presence of a train or other traffic. This can affect perception of risk and attitudes to crossing discipline. 

Perhaps the engineer can offer more help by re-thinking the design of crossing protection and the equipment 
provided. Some of the challenges that we face are; 

 Crowds meeting at the centre of the crossing when combined footway and carriageway barriers are 
raised 

 More specific light signals designed to convey a stop message to pedestrians and positioned in the 
pedestrians’ line of sight 

 Increased height of gates/barriers provided to deter pedestrians  

 Dual leaf gate barrier system designed to prevent entry onto the crossing while allowing exit for those 
completing their traverse 
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Figure 10.The changing scene and risk perception. Photos: Photo: Author – Network Rail 

Some of these measures would work better if they could be applied to the target user group selectively, so 
perhaps segregation of pedestrians and vehicles provides us with a clue. This would also have the benefit of 
reducing the risk of vehicle/pedestrian accidents on the crossing where the only separation between vehicles and 
pedestrians is the edge of carriageway marking.  

The ‘red standing man’ light signal, shown in figure 11, is approved under the highways law; however it has 
never been widely deployed in Britain. It is a substantial piece of equipment and this invariably adds cost when 
implemented; it may be possible to retain the approved presentation to the user with modern cost effective and 
reduced size components.    

 

Figure 11 ‘Red Standing Man’ pedestrian signal 

A more radical approach would be to consider a ‘pedestrian pod’ which fully contains pedestrians and passes 
them over the railway one load at a time! That way the railway authority is much more in control of the public 
users.  
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3.10 European Train Control System interfaces 

The introduction of the European Train Control System (ETCS) may offer opportunities to improve the interface 
between the train and users at a level crossing. The management of level crossings did not figure prominently in 
the development of ETCS as it was envisaged as a system initially for new high speed lines where level 
crossings would not be provided.  

There are a number of features within the ETCS system that can usefully be used to provide improved control of 
level crossings. The line supervisor can have access to information about location of each train in relation to level 
crossings on the control area with greater accuracy than is possible with conventional signalling.  

It is possible to impose and remove temporary speed restrictions remotely by the line supervisor. This may be 
useful to control the speed of trains over a crossing where it cannot be proved to be clear, possibly as a result of 
the failure of other sub-systems.   

Announcing the appropriate time to commence a crossing closure is fundamental to both the safety and 
convenience of both rail and right-of-way users. There are two main ways this may be achieved in ETCS; one by 
triggering a request for crossing closure based on the expiry of a Movement Authority which is designed to end 
immediately prior to the crossing, or by triggering a request based on position reports received from a train. 

The first method is based on the maximum permissible speed for the train and triggering the request for 
extension of the Movement Authority on a defined time prior to intervention or pre-indication of the End of 
Authority as shown in Figure 12.      

 

Figure 12 Crossing closure triggered by movement authority request 

The second method of triggering a crossing closure would be based on the calculation of the train’s arrival at the 
crossing using regular position reports as shown in figure 13 below.  
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Figure 13 Crossing closure initiated based on regular train location reports  

This could be compromised by a train accelerating after the position report which has been acted on to calculate 
the closure initiation. However it may be possible to counter this by transmitting a Temporary Speed Restriction 
to cap the acceleration. Similarly if a train slows after the trigger point a longer closure time will result. Other 
anticipated problems include the latency in the transmission and the speed report being out of date. 

 

4 WHERE NEXT 

4.1 Risk management 

Network Rail has initiated a programme of work to revise its suite of technical and operational standards. Many of 
the technical standards are based on specific technologies and loss of corporate knowledge of the underlying 
reason for the standard is a risk.  

The chosen method throughout the company to evaluate where the greatest risk exposure lies is the ‘Bow Tie’ 
method. By defining a top risk event (the knot in the bow), a picture can be built using a software tool to allow 
easy visualisation of the threats which may give rise to that risk and to the controls which are in place to manage 
the risk. These can be quantified and colour coded so that areas of weakness for attention can be easily 
exposed. On the right hand side of the bow are placed the consequences if the risk is realised, between the 
‘knot’ and the consequences are control mitigations that will minimise the impact of the event or help to recover 
from it.  

This method has been helpful to integrate the human factors risk view with the engineering risk view which is 
normally depicted though fault trees or event trees.  

The outcome of the Bow Tie analysis has been to inform future research work and crossing design as well as to 
validate many of the controls which already exist.  
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Figure 14 Example Bow-Tie, Animal, Vehicle, Object or Person on line at risk of collision. 

One area of future benefit is that of continuous monitoring of crossing use; this would allow alerts to be raised if 
there was a sudden or gradual change in the volume or type of use. Accurate evidence of use could allow more 
influential input to land use planning and development proposals. It could also allow rapid response intervention 
at sites where an emergency diversion of road traffic or other special event causes a change of risk.     

4.2 Research summary 

In order to provide the optimum protection to level crossing users it is necessary to understand the users in 
detail. Since 2005 Network Rail has used the ‘All Level Crossings Risk Model’ (ALCRM). This considers input on 
a variety of user types and reference data to provide a risk score for a level crossing. This is especially useful to 
prioritise level crossings for attention. As the risk landscape of the level crossing estate changes so the reference 
data held in ALCRM needs to be refreshed. The current model is not easily refreshed.  

Level crossing management has been brought into greater focus through the highly publicised closure 
programme and that level crossing use includes a convenience factor is now more widely recognised. The legal 
requirements to be considered by the Secretary of State when making an Order under the Level Crossings Act 
1983 require ‘the safety and convenience of all users’ to be considered.  

Level crossings represent a significant interface with the broadest spectrum of people; as engineers we can think 
of many things that could be done differently to reduce risk at level crossings. It would be easy to develop these 
changes and place them into service and see what change might occur in whatever performance indicator we 
choose to monitor. However as the number of level crossing accidents is fairly small it would take a very long 
time before it could be proven that a particular solution has had the desired effect. This approach was evident in 
the implementation of automatic crossings in Britain. After the first major accident in 1968 a number of changes 
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were made to the design and functionality. It is the authors view that engineering solutions have to be adopted in 
conjunction with awareness and education initiatives targeting users.   

In order to use investment funds wisely and to understand the effect of any change or combination of changes it 
is necessary to evaluate their effect as part of the development process. Modern ergonomic techniques allow us 
to evaluate effects using video imagery, computer simulation, sensing stimuli in the users such as eye movement 
as well as more traditional methods of surveying.  

Some of the research which Network Rail has already commissioned or is seeking to commission includes; 

 Willingness to wait when faced with a red road traffic signal/level crossing closure  

 Relationship between vehicle stopping capacity and level crossing light sequence times 

 The optimum position to stop a vehicle when approaching a user worked crossing 

 Driver reaction to cues on the approach to a level crossing 

 The effect of road design on driver behaviour when approaching a level crossing 

 Impact on driver behaviour of the introduction of autonomous vehicles during the migration 

 

4.3 Level crossing of the future 

Once we reach the stage where all crossings that can be closed or bridged has been achieved we are left with 
what could be a substantial estate of crossings where protection remains the only option.    

The automotive industry is well advanced with development of the ‘connected car’, where using Internet 
Protocols (IP) vehicles will be able to communicate with the environment in which they operate. The autonomous 
car is already a technological reality and merely awaits the legal environment to catch up.  

The opportunities to provide warning of level crossing ahead, or level crossing operating are possible, directly 
onto the vehicle dashboard. It is also technically possible to take control of the vehicle systems including braking.  

Another possible option is that of ‘virtual closure’ where the data about expected train movements and hence 
crossing closure time can be transmitted to the ‘cloud’ for use by satellite navigation and real time travel 
information companies to use on behalf of their clients. This could result in drivers being subtly directed onto 
routes without level crossings where the algorithm predicts a slower journey time on a route with a crossing. It is 
of interest that the value of safety is regarded differently by the automotive client than by the railway authority. 
Road users are more willing to pay for convenience and perceive safety as a given.  

Some other options for the crossing of the future might be to use non-physical barriers, those which give an 
illusion of obstruction by light or other means.  

Sound has been used to modify behaviours and this may provide another opportunity to subtly control errant 
behaviour in the vicinity of crossings.  

One of the easier things to achieve might be the monitoring of drivers reactions, eye movement or similar in order 
to detect if a vehicle is out of control or to predict a drivers actions in time to remotely intervene on the approach 
to a crossing.  The possibility of using physical arrest mechanisms has not been well received in the past in 
Britain even though such systems have been introduced in other jurisdictions. The use of impact absorbing 
protection devices is now widely accepted to protect road works activity; perhaps this concept can be migrated to 
level crossing protection.   

One thing is certain that the acquisition of comprehensive real time data about crossing use will be a key enabler 
of level crossing management. It is possible to envisage a crossing where each user is monitored on the 
approach, characterised by their behaviour and warning and protections systems modified accordingly. This may 
include managing the railway operation, if for instance, the user was a slow moving vehicle. Ubiquitous 
communications is likely to be a ‘game changer’ in level crossing management.                       
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5 CONCLUSION 

This paper examines activities that have been undertaken over an extensive period of time to improve safety at 
level crossings. One feature of this review is that improvements that have been implemented are no longer found 
to be acceptable when reviewed a few years later.  

From this, the author concludes that what is acceptable today will not be acceptable in the future, if current 
trends of public expectation continue. This leads to the view that a proactive approach to level crossing 
management is necessary and that one way of achieving this is through support for academic research. 

Another finding of the study is that many aspects of level crossing design repeatedly come under scrutiny; it 
could be argued that those aspects are fundamentally flawed or that sufficient resource has not been committed 
to adequately address the weaknesses. The author concludes that with the advancement of the science of 
human factors/ergonomics, engineers now have a greater possibility than ever before of designing solutions 
which address the nuances of human behaviour.   

Ubiquitous communications is likely to be a ‘game changer’ in level crossing management. The collection of data, 
especially regarding users and their behaviour is likely to contribute significantly to the specification and design of 
technical solutions for managing both the safety and the convenience of all users. 
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